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Abstract: One of the fascinating aspects of fluid lipid
membranes is that on length scales not much bigger than their
thickness they can be described exceedingly well by a
completely geometric Hamiltonian. Such a continuum-level
theory features two main input parameters, namely the moduli
describing curvature elasticity. These are called "(mean)
bending modulus" and "Gaussian curvature modulus", and
their values are not predicted by the effective macroscopic
theory. Instead, one either measures them in experiment, or
one conducts computer simulations of realistic or coarsegrained membranes which aim at extracting these values. In
this talk I will present novel ways for doing the latter. I show
that actively buckling a membrane leads to a clean and
accurate signal for the mean bending modulus (while making
use of the very beautiful and ancient theory of Euler elastica).
For the Gaussian modulus one needs to find a way to beat the
insidious Gauss-Bonnet theorem, but a protocol that monitors
the closure of open vesicle patches permits exactly that. I will
also show how our results sometimes fit into existing
knowledge and guesses, and how they sometimes trigger
perplexing questions for which we do not know the answer yet.
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